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An Open Letter to Governor Jerry Brown
Your actions in covering up the US6370629 and US6393126 Frauds will ultimately blow-up in 
California’s face I believe. Mr. Brown, your actions as the governor of the State of California have 
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covered up the theft of ½ Billion Muslim Souls whether you intended that or not, and YOU MUST 
RETURN THEM. 

As to how, there are a number of unintended consequences of the fraud cover-up and how this relates to
Islamic Transparency and the Greater Sins of Islam, specifically Islams Greater Sin 26 and its related 
Sin 21, 22, and 23 instances as they pertain to the use of Stolen Software inside Computers. Including 
those created by Judge Alsup’s formal ruling affirming the full weight and requirement for all parties to
fully meet the Settlement’s terms for Section-8 performance. 

The State’s refusal to be bound by that settlement constitutes a taking at this point. One which has very 
scary and toxic ramifications. One which means you have already stolen ½ Billion Muslim Souls. 

The US6370629 and Islam in America – did you really 
intend to go to war with Islam Mr. Governor? 
Governor Brown – In regard to the US6370629 patent fraud, you granted judicial immunity to the 
parties who have run this fraud, who filed and abandoned these AU54015/99, CA2287596, 
EU0997808A3, BR9904979A, ZA9906799, JP2000-163379, KO2000-0035093 fraudulent patent 
instance filings, and others.

In doing so you blocked criminal prosecution both in those Nations and here in California. That action 
in 1999 and 2000 has impact today in two areas, the first is Judge Alsup’s ruling controls all of 
California and its uses of any IP or softwares using the methods taught by US6370629, US6393126 or 
their 371 or more derivative patents relying on their magic. 

Today, those stolen Softwares are inside of every computer in use in California, the US, or the World 
for that matter. Your actions have manufactured the PERFECT RELIGIOUS STORM… THE 
MAKING OF A MORTAL-SIN FRAUD FOR ANY MEMBER OF ISLAM TO USE ANY 
COMPUTER. 

This isnt funny, it also has been accomplished already, so the real issue is what happens when the 
World finds out – you personally covered up the theft of ½ Billion Muslim Souls by the Silicon Valley 
Tech Sector itself. 

The Analysis of “the effects of your actions” speaks for 
itself.
That action had an effect on Islam in America, whether you intended it to or not, you have 
several very serious problems we believe. 

As an ANALYST, let me share some of my skills with your office to document the effects of the fraud-
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cover-up today. In the beginning it only controlled the key weapons systems in drones used to kill 
30,000 or more Muslims in the GCC Conflict Zone, but the adaptation of the US6370629 methods into 
the core Standard for Location Based Service products means today the fraud-controlled software is 
inside everything.

Today, US6370629 has over 269 derivatives published and more coming. This means US6370629’s 
methods as controlled by the Settlement Terms are inside every key piece of software built today. Or 
for that matter, which the State uses to run itself on. 

Further, you continue to grant Judicial Immunity to those parties illegally using and reselling these IP’s 
without concern for the impact of your actions. Let's document those here formally for the press and 
the world. 

Three Things your actions have done

1) Muslims using US6370629 based products globally are condemned to hell for 500 years 
because of the frauds covered up by the State of California by Microsoft, Apple, Google, Facebook and
others. This has already happened and you are liable for at least 500 million of those we theorize.

The same is true globally because of the PCI-SSC’s mandatory use of US6370629 methods illegally in 
all credit and payment card processing steps. As such any banking using those methods is also toxic to 
Muslims and Islamic Businesses today. 

Every time a credit or payment card transaction is made by a Muslim the process condemns their 
Immortal Soul to 500-years in Islamic Hell for that action. This fraud impacting Muslims immortal 
souls must be disclosed to them. 

2) Muslims and any party impacted by an underlying fraud cannot vote on US Systems using
those same products, meaning voting in America as a Muslim now because of the US6370629 frauds 
send their immortal souls to hell for 500 years for participating in America.

Every time an electronic vote instance is made by a Muslim the process condemns their Immortal Soul 
to 500-years in Islamic Hell for that action. This fraud impacting Muslims immortal souls must be 
disclosed to them. 

3) Muslim Lawyers and any party interfacing with USG itself will have the same problem in 
using PDF Files whose data header processing methods use US6370629 in a number of instances 
or that of its derivatives.

Section 508 and California State variants implementing that same digital protocol for all documents 
filed with State of California comes with a hidden cost which must be disclosed. While  the State  
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requires parties to use PDF Files those actions of the State may not extort a 500-year penalty in the 
Islamic Hell for the mandatory use of ‘stolen property the State of California covered up the theft of 
and granted judicial immunity to the thieves and their fences – Apple, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, 
Oracle, etc’. 

Every time an electronic document or PACER/ECF type Document filing is made by a Muslim the 
process condemns their Immortal Soul to 500-years in Islamic Hell for that action. This fraud 
impacting Muslims immortal souls must be disclosed to them. 

IMPLICATIONS
The implications are pretty simple to lay out. To date you have participated in a process which for 
whatever reason has ‘TRAPPED THE IMMORTAL SOULS OF ½ BILLION MUSLIMS’ by forcing 
them to use tainted software in products. 

#1 means using an iPhone sends you to hell, or an Android smart phone. Voting or participating in 
America itself will also send you to Janannam (and its veils of fire) again for 500-years of torture. 

#2 and #3 Finally, interaction with the State through documents and controlled state-mandated 
processes takes the human soul of Muslims globally and casts them into a pit of fire in the afterlife.

IF YOU WERE A MUSLIM AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DID THIS TO YOU – HOW 
WOULD YOU REACT? That is what you need to think about sir… how they are going to react to 
your actions in covering up a set of frauds which to date have captured ½ Billion Muslim Souls already.

This is global melt-down stuff it seems. 
If using a piece of software the State of California itself granted judicial immunity to the unlawful use 
of US6370629 inside of, or that of its derivatives, or use of it outside the limited terms of the State is 
tied to from the 14-CV-03629/WHA matter, the State itself is condemning Muslims in every Nation on 
earth it allows those Silicon Valley Tech Sector entities to sabotage the immortal souls of. 

The State’s liability for CONDUCT OF CALIFORNIA ENTITIES, CALIFORNIA CITIZENS, AND 
CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (INCLUDING STATE COURT JUDGES) WHO 
ALLOW THIS FRAUD TO PERPETUATE is pretty obvious.

State and Its Muslim Employees
The State’s actions in forcing its Employees to use contaminated software as part of their Job 
requirements is a problem. It has not been disclosed to any Muslim employee of the State or past 
employees of the State, that their Immortal Soul and 500-years of their immortal lives are part of their 
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employment deal in working for the state of California. 

Instantly vetted for full pension

Under California and Federal Employment Law, the Muslim Employee is fully vetted for a full State 
Pension based on their mandatory condemnation to Hell for 500-years as part of their employment with
the State. This means each State Employee who is Muslim fully vests for their Pension on day-1 of 
their employment; 

Additionally, ‘any electronic training that a party would take as part of a State Job, including the State’s
ONLINE ETHICS TEST, is also constrained as such. The use of it as part of any Job Requirement for 
any Muslim Employee or Contractor has payment implications based on the State’s actions in 
intentionally covering up the frauds which caused this problem in the first place. 

Owed for the full 500-years condemned to hell at separation time 

Because the “TIME IN HELL” is created as a byproduct of the Use of State-Protected Fraud-backed 
Softwares in State Provided systems and interfaces, the State bears the full financial responsibility of 
paying every Muslim Employee it has had since 1999 for each of the 500-years of hell those actions 
condemned those employees to hell for. 

What is Islamic Hell?
Islamic Hell has been described in varying levels of detail and the penalties for violating Islamic Law 
clearly stated by the Imam and Scholars who have written the supporting works for the Qur’an. Today 
these are as meaningful as that of the Qur’an and the Hadith of the Prophet itself. 

WHEN A MUSLIM USES A COMPUTER CONTAINING SOFTWARE 
MIRED IN THE US6370629 OR US6393126 FRAUDS, THEY GO TO
HELL FOR THAT USAGE. 
Islamic Hell is divided into Gates – each type of sinner enters through a different gate – Christians and 
Jews each have a separate gate to allow their entry into Islamic hell. 

Jahannam (Arabic: جهنم (etymologically related to Hebrew גיהנום Gehennom and
Greek: γέεννα) is one of the names for the Islamic concept of Hell. Other names
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for hell (or the different gates of hell [1] ) occurring in the Quran include: al-Nar
That which") حطم Hatamah ,( Blazing Fire" [3]") جحيم Jaheem ,( The Fire" [2]") النار
Breaks to Pieces" [4] ), Haawiyah هاوية ("The Abyss" [5] ), Ladthaa لظى , Sa’eer سعير
("The Blaze" [6] ), Saqar ] . 8][7سقر[  The hadith of Islamic prophet Muhammad, and
some writings of later Islamic scholars also describe Jahannam.

What devices and computers are we talking about?

Voting Systems
Today the Operating Systems inside the Voting Systems platforms (MS Windows-Embedded, 
Embedded Linux, and other embedded or appliance-OS versions of larger operating environments all 
rely on the Location Based Service functions protected by US6370629 or the derivatives therein. This 
means the act of creating the VOTING INSTANCE DIGITAL TOKEN will cause an infringing action, 
which again in this instance causes the immortal soul of the Muslim using that system to be cast into 
the burning fires of Hell for 500-years. All for voting in America, all because the State of California 
granted judicial immunity to those original parties, in 1999 and 2000 for said actions. 

This sole action has stolen the Soul of every Muslim who has voted in any US Elections and especially 
those in the State of California. 

SmartPhones
Today the Operating Systems inside the SmartPhones (iOS and Android as well as others) all rely on 
the Location Based Service functions protected by US6370629 or the derivatives therein. Apple for 
instance has 46 Derivative Patents taken from US6370629 which are controlled by the Ruling from the 
USDC 14-CV-03629/WHA matter. The State of California is blocking the application of that ruling 
against Apple, Google, Microsoft, Oracle, and all of the Cellphone manufacturers. 

Laptop/Pad/Surface Systems
Today the Operating Systems inside the Mobile Computing Solutions (MacOS and ChromOS/Android 
as well as others) all rely on the Location Based Service functions protected by US6370629 or the 
derivatives therein. Apple for instance has 46 Derivative Patents taken from US6370629 which are 
controlled by the Ruling from the USDC 14-CV-03629/WHA matter. The State of California is 
blocking the application of that ruling against Apple, Google, Microsoft, Oracle, and all of the Mobile 
Computing  manufacturers. 
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Server Systems
Today the Operating Systems  (MacOS, Linux, MS-Windows and ChromOS/Android as well as others)
all rely on the Location Based Service functions protected by US6370629 or the derivatives therein. 
Apple for instance has 46 Derivative Patents taken from US6370629 which are controlled by the 
Ruling from the USDC 14-CV-03629/WHA matter.  IBM and Microsoft have another 25 or so between
them. Parties using those Operating Systems on Server instances are infringing and failing to meet the 
terms and conditions of the USDC 14-CV-03629/WHA ruling. All protected by the State of California 
and its actions. 

In doing this the State of California is blocking the application of that ruling against Apple, Google, 
Microsoft, Oracle, Facebook, Ebay, Paypal, Alibaba, and all of the Internet-Based Online-Service 
providers illegally using the same stolen IP in their product/services offered either through US or 
California Operations or as a result of work done here in the US which is controlled by the USDC 14-
CV-03629/WHA ruling. 

Infrastructure Systems
Today the Network Infrastructure Appliance Systems  (Cisco and Juniper Router and Switch OS’s; 
Apple’s networking infrastructure inside MacOS; the same for Linux, MS-Windows and 
ChromOS/Android as well as others) all rely on the Location Based Service functions protected by 
US6370629 or the derivatives therein. 

Many IETF network protocols contain US6370629 and are as such controlled because the IETF was a 
named defendant in the 14-CV-03629/WHA matter as you know.  Parties using those Network 
Infrastructure and Communication Appliance Operating Systems  or running that code on Server 
instances are infringing and failing to meet the terms and conditions of the USDC 14-CV-03629/WHA 
ruling. All protected by the State of California and its actions. 

On-line Services
Today the On-Line Services use Operating Systems  (MacOS, Linux, MS-Windows and 
ChromOS/Android as well as others) all rely on the Location Based Service functions protected by 
US6370629 or the derivatives therein. Apple for instance has 46 Derivative Patents taken from 
US6370629 which are controlled by the Ruling from the USDC 14-CV-03629/WHA matter.  IBM and 
Microsoft have another 25 or so between them. 

The State of California is blocking the application of that ruling against Apple, Google, Microsoft, 
Oracle, Facebook, Ebay, Paypal, Alibaba, and all of the Internet-Based Online-Service providers 
illegally using the same stolen IP in their product/services offered either through US or California 
Operations or as a result of work done here in the US which is controlled by the USDC 14-CV-
03629/WHA ruling. 
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Fixing this problem
Clearly the idea that California acted in a manner to steal 500,000,000 (five hundred Million) Muslim 
Souls is scary and those souls MUST BE RELEASED FROM THAT CAPTURING OF THEM. 

THAT PROCESS MUST ADDRESS THE GREATER SIN 26 FRAUDS AND ALL PARTIES 
DAMAGED MUST BE MADE WHOLE SO THAT THEY MAY GRANT ‘THOSE WHO 
WERE FORCED TO INFRINGE’ FULL FORGIVENESS. 

None of that has anything to do with California Courts. The idea however you prosecuted a Muslim for
anything does, since doing so takes 500 years of their lives for involving them with California Systems 
which rely on the US6370629 frauds. 

We have proposed numerous solutions the State wasn't interested in. Now the State has a problem, it 
has created a situation where Voting in the last election is clearly void, and it is at war with Islam. The 
state has only to review the effects of its actions, whether intended or not, which have factually caused 
this to be so today. 

As to fixing the problem – we proposed settlements with Microsoft, Apple, Google, Facebook, Oracle 
and the others, they, because you folks granted them immunity told us to bugger-off. Now today every 
product they build under your immunity is an attack against Islam itself. 

As a Californian, allow me to ask you sir - How exactly would you expect Islam to react to this. Just 
curious… 

//Todd S. Glassey

References in Support

Islamic Hell is much more defined in the reference works than 
Christian Hell.
Islamic Hell is much more defined in the spiritual works than that of Christian Hell, both in the form of
activities there, time of internment, and the tortures doled out to those trapped in hell.  The following 
References provide some vision of its layout and how this matter ties into Islamic Hells.

See also 
• As a reference for those outside Islam itself, See also Rustomji, Nerina (2009). The Garden and 

the Fire: Heaven and Hell in Islamic Culture (https://books.google.com/books?
id=YVasAgAAQBAJ&pg=PT143&lpg=PT143&dq=Al-
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Ghazali+on+jahannam&source=bl&ots=CLblRPZfk1&sig=PLBekMHx3A_Li1vADKUuENrs
Mao&hl=en&sa=X&ei=4NKcVMuHJ4mZyQTzv4KoAw&ved=0CDMQ6AEwBA#v=onepage
&q=Al-Ghazali%20on%20jahannam&f=false)

• Ghazali, Abu Hamid Muhammad (1989). On the Remembrance of Death and the Afterlife. 
Cambridge, U.K.: Islamic Texts Society

• Ford, Khadija; Reda Bedeir (1425). Paradise and Hell-fire in Imâm Al-Qurtubî. El-Mansoura 
Egypt: Dar Al-Manarah.

• Al Majum al Kabir by Al Tabir 9th century AD 

• "Events on the Day of Judgement", The Meaning of Islam, 
(http://www.themeaningofislam.org/beliefs/dayofjudgement/events-on-the-day/). 

• Ibn Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah; Layla Mabrouk (1987). The Soul's Journey after Death. Dar Al-
Taqwa.

• "Hadith Qudsi 39" (http://hadithqudsi.sacredhadith.com/hadith-qudsi-39/ ). SacredHadith.com. 
See the Forty Hadith Qudsi.

• "The Book of Faith" (http://sunnah.com/muslim/1/378 ) Al-Ghazali (1989). The Remembrance 
of Death and the Afterlife. The Islamic Text Society. pp. 180–181, 182, and 181-188

• Yusuf Ali, Abdullah. Quran. 102:4-8,  67:1. p. 1576

• "Islamic Terminology" (http://islamic-dictionary.tumblr.com/post/4725662151/an-nar-arabic-
literally-means-fire-but ). http://islamic-dictionary.tumblr.com/ .

• "A Description of Hellfire (part 1 of 5): An Introduction" 
(http://www.islamreligion.com/articles/344/ ). Religion of Islam. 

• The Names of Hell-Fire" (http://www.islamcan.com/hell-jahannam/the-names-of-hell-
fire.shtml#.VJn1ofCOQ ). IslamCan.com. 

• Islamic Beliefs about the Afterlife 
(http://www.religionfacts.com/islam/beliefs/afterlife.htm#sthash.WPgRap4G.dpuf)

• Quran 15:43–44 (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext
%3A2002.02.0006%3Asura%3D15%3Averse%3D43)

• "A Description of Hellfire (part 1 of 5): An Introduction" 
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(http://www.islamreligion.com/articles/344/ ). Religion of Islam.  "No one will come out of Hell
except sinful believers who believed in the Oneness of God in this life and believed in the 
specific prophet sent to them (before the coming of Muhammad).

• Elias, Afzal Hoosen. "Conditions and Stages of Jahannam (Hell)" 
(http://www.discoveringislam.org/jahannam.pdf )
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